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Credit Hour Explanation
 

 
Program Learning Goals
 
Note: these are required for all undergraduate degree programs and majors now, and will be required for all graduate and professional degree programs in
2012. Nonetheless, all programs are encouraged to complete these now.
 

 
Assessment
 
Assessment plan includes student learning goals, how those goals are evaluated, and how the information collected is used to improve student learning. An
assessment plan is required for undergraduate majors and degrees. Graduate and professional degree programs are encouraged to complete this now, but will
not be required to do so until 2012.

Is this a degree program (undergraduate, graduate, or professional) or major proposal? No

 
Program Specializations/Sub-Plans
 
If you do not specify a program specialization/sub-plan it will be assumed you are submitting this program for all program specializations/sub-plans.

 
Pre-Major
 
Does this Program have a Pre-Major? No
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Department of Theatre, Film, and Media Arts 

 
 

Drake Performance & Event Center 
1849 Cannon Drive 

Columbus, OH 43210-1266 
 

614-292-5821 Phone 
614-292-3222 Fax 

theatre.osu.edu 

 
Dr. E.J. Westlake 
Chair, Department of Theatre, Film, and Media Arts 
1089 Drake Performance and Event Center 
Columbus, OH 43210 
 
September 30, 2022 
 
 
Dear Professor Westlake, 
 
I am happy to share a proposal with you for an undergraduate Minor in Voice Acting. Designed 
by Associate Professor Mandy Fox, this minor will provide students the opportunity to study the 
performance and production of voiceover, audiobook narration, podcasts, and the many other 
audio-based media we engage with today. The minor’s requirement of our General Education 
course, TH 2811 – Craft of Acting, ensures that all students pursuing the minor have a strong 
foundation in acting technique, while electives for the minor in departments such as Speech and 
Hearing and Linguistics offer exciting opportunities for cross-disciplinary exploration.  
 
On September 26th, the Undergraduate Studies Committee in our department voted unanimously 
to approve the Minor in Voice Acting.   
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Tom Dugdale 
Assistant Professor, Directing and Acting 
Director of Undergraduate Studies 
The Ohio State University 
Department of Theatre, Film, and Media Arts 
dugdale.3@osu.edu 
Pronouns: he/him/his 
 
  
 

mailto:dugdale.3@osu.edu
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Proposed Undergraduate Minor Voice Acting 
Draft Date: April 21, 2021 

 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION  
Name of program: 
Proposed implementation date: 
Academic unit administrating program: 

Minor in Voice Acting 
Fall 2023 
Department of Theatre, Film, and Media Arts, 
College of Arts and Sciences 

RATIONALE  
 

The Voice Acting minor supports student’s training and career aspirations in the performance 
and study of voicing audiobooks, animation, videogames, podcasts, voiceover, and other 
recorded voice arts. 

 
There’s no denying that recorded audio is a rapidly growing feature of our world. Audiobook 
consumption rose to $1.2 billion in 2019, an increase of 16% from the previous year (APA); there 
were an estimated 80 million U.S. podcast listeners in 2019, with future projections increasing by 
80 million listeners each year (Statista Research); and spending on videogames soared to $56.9 
billion in the U.S alone, a 27% increase over the previous year (NPD Group). 

 
We have identified a significant number of students who are interested in pursuing the minor, 
many of whom have already sought out our courses as a complement to their own programs. In 
2020, our department collaborated with the award-winning podcaster Paul Bae, during which our 
students interacted with the author and, over the course of several weeks, re-envisioned several 
episodes of his acclaimed podcast, The Big Loop. Participants were majors in Theatre, 
Journalism, Sociology, English, Marketing, Communication, Linguistics, Speech and Hearing, 
Biochemistry, and History. Anecdotal student feedback regarding the possibility of this minor h 
been enthusiastic and widespread. 

 
The Department of Theatre, Film, and Media Arts is uniquely capable of supporting this new 
program. With the addition of one new foundational course on the fundamentals of narration and 
voice acting, our existing curriculum, faculty, and teaching staff can deliver all the minor industry 
jobs such as audiobook narration, podcasting, and voiceover. We look forward to solidifying the 
curriculum coursework immediately. We are already placing students in industry jobs such as 
audiobook narration, podcasting, and voiceover. We look forward to solidifying the curriculum 
and mentorship for future students. 
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 ENROLLMENT and OTHER PROGRAMS  
 
The Department of Theatre, Film, and Media Arts offers a Minor in Theatre. Aimed at 
generalists, it simply requires any 15 credits from the department at or above the 2000 level. 
[Note: Theatre also sustains minors in Entertainment Design and Technology, Musical 
Theatre, Video Arts and Media Production and Analysis; however, because they do not pertain 
to the subject matter proposed, they are not discussed here.] 

 
By contrast, students in this proposed minor would select from courses specifically supporting 
their disciplinary interests. Also, we hope that a Minor in Narration and Voice Acting would both 
attract more students with these specific interests and serve as a more accurate credential for 
prospective employers. 

 
Although there is no real overlap with other departments in the curriculum of this minor, we see 
disciplinary adjacencies across our campus. We have identified a number of programs and 
areas whose fields are complementary to this minor including: 

 
• Theatre 
• Moving-Image Production 
• English 
• Journalism 
• Speech and Hearing 
• Sociology 
• Linguistics 
• History 
• Business 
• Communication and Marketing 
• Computer Science and Engineering 
• Electrical and Computer Engineering 
• Art & Technology 
• Dance 
• Music Production and Recording 
• New Media and Communication Technology 

 
It is difficult to estimate enrollment based on student interest; however, we’ve heard from a few 
dozen students who have already indicated their intention to enroll. Due to the number and 
frequency of courses offered for the minor, many with excess enrollment capacity, we can 
immediately accommodate twenty to forty students in the minor each year. 
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 CURRICULAR REQUIREMENTS  
 
ASC Minor Advising Sheet: 
See Appendix A 

Minor Course List:  
 

FOUNDATION COURSES – 9 hours 
Students must take the following courses: 

course credit name prereq existing 
Theatre 2811 3 The Craft of Acting none Y 
Theatre 3820 3 Introduction to Voice Acting 2811 N 

 
And one of the following courses: 

course credit name prereq existing 
Theatre 3241 3 Theatre Sound Techniques permission Y 
Theatre 3351 3 Television Production I none Y 
Theatre 3821 3 Accents and Dialects 2811 Y 

 
ELECTIVES - 6 hours minimum 

course credit name prereq existing 
Linguistics 2000 3 Introduction to Linguistics none Y 
Theatre 2000.02 1 Production Practicum: Sound none Y 
Speech & Hearing 3320 3 Introduction to Phonetics none Y 
Speech & Hearing 3340 3 Introduction to the Art & Science of Sound none Y 
Theatre 3241 3 Theatre Sound Techniques permission Y 
Theatre 3351 3 Television Production I none Y 
Theatre 3352 3 Television Production II TH3351 Y 
Theatre 3812 3 Acting Studio I: Stanislavski TH2811 Y 
Theatre 3813 3 Acting Studio II: Contemporary Scene TH2811 Y 
Theatre 3814 3 Acting Studio III: Special Topics TH2811 Y 
Theatre 3815 3 Acting for the Camera TH2811 Y 
Theatre 3821 3 Accents and Dialects TH2811 Y 
Theatre 3825 3 Special Topics in Voice TH2811 Y 
Theatre 3831 3 Movement and Voice TH2811 Y 
Theatre 4000.02 1-3 Advanced Practicum: Sound permission Y 
Theatre 4000.08 1-3 Advanced Practicum: Acting permission Y 
Linguistics 4100 3 Phonetics LING2000 Y 
Theatre 4191 1-3 Internship permission Y 
Speech & Hearing 4420 3 Anatomy, Physiology, & Science of 

Speech 
none Y 

Theatre 4821 3 Singing Actor TH2811 Y 
 

MINIMUM HOURS REQUIRED: 15 

All but one but one of the courses are existing, therefore their facility use is unlikely to impact 
other programs. 

 
 



 

The Ohio State 
University College of 

Arts and Sciences 

Minor in Voice Acting 
 

 
Department of Theatre, Film, and Media Arts 
614-292-5821  /  theatreandfilm@osu.edu 
theatreandfilm.osu.edu  
 
Overview: 
The Voice Acting Minor supports a student’s training and 
career aspirations in the performance and study of voicing 
audiobooks, animation, videogames, podcasts, voiceover, 
and other recorded voice arts. 
 
Minor Requirements: 
The Minor in Voice Acting requires a minimum of 15 hours 
of credit, with 9 hours of required, foundational courses and 
6 hours from a selection of relevant electives, including 4 
course options focusing on practical experience in 
productions or in the field. 
 
Required Foundational Courses (9 credit hours) 
Some courses in this minor have prerequisites; please 
consult the course bulletin before enrolling. 
 
Students must take the following courses: 
THEATRE 2811 – The Craft of Acting (3) 
THEATRE 3820 – Introduction to Voice Acting (3) 
 
And one of the following courses: 
THEATRE 3241 – Theatre Sound Techniques (3) 
THEATRE 3351 - Television Production I (3)  
THEATRE 3821 – Accents and Dialects (3) 
 
Electives (6 credit hours) 
Some courses in this minor have prerequisites or require 
permission of the instructor; please consult the course 
bulletin before enrolling. 
 
LINGUISTICS 2000 – Introduction to Linguistics (3) 
THEATRE 2000.02 – Production Practicum: Sound (1) 
SPEECH & HEARING 3320 – introduction to Phonetics (3) 
SPEECH & HEARING 3340 – Introduction to the Art & 

Science of Sound (3)  
THEATRE 3241 – Theatre Sound Techniques (3) 
THEATRE 3351 – Television Production I (3)  
THEATRE 3352 – Television Production II (3)  
THEATRE 3812 - Acting Studio I: Stanislavski (3) 
THEATRE 3813 - Acting Studio II: Contemporary Scene (3) 
THEATRE 3814 – Acting Studio III: Special Topics (3) 
THEATRE 3815 – Acting for the Camera (3) 
THEATRE 3821 – Accents and Dialects (3)  
THEATRE 3825 – Special Topics in Voice (3) 
THEATRE 3831 – Movement and Voice (3) 
THEATRE 4000.02 – Advance Practicum: Sound (1-3) 
THEATRE 4000.08 – Advanced Practicum: Acting (1-3) 
LINGUISTICS 4100 – Phonetics (3) 
THEATRE 4191 – Internship (1-3) 
SPEECH & HEARING 4420 – Anatomy, Physiology, & 

Science of Speech (3)  
THEATRE 4821 – Singing Actor (3) 

 
Minor in Voice Acting program guidelines 
 
Required for graduation No 
 
Credit hours required Minimum of 15 hrs. 
1000 level courses shall not be counted in the 
minor. At least 6 credit hours must be upper-
level courses as defined by the College of Arts 
and Sciences 
 
Transfer and EM credit hours allowed A 
student is permitted to count up to 6 total hours 
of transfer credit and/or credit by examination. 
 
Overlap with the GE A student is permitted to 
overlap up to 6 credit hours between the GE and the 
minor. 
 
Overlap with the major and additional minor(s) 
• The minor must be in a different subject 

than the major. 
• The minor must contain a minimum of 

12 hours distinct from the major 
and/or additional minor(s). 

 
Grades required 
• Minimum C- for a course to be counted on the minor. 
• Minimum 2.00 cumulative 
point-hour ratiorequired for the minor. 
• Course work graded Pass/Non-Pass 

cannotcount on the minor. 
• No more than 3 credit hours of course work 

gradedSatisfactory/Unsatisfactory may count 
toward the minor. 

 
X193 credits No more than 3 credit hours. 
 
Minor Approval: The minor must be approved by the 
advisor or academic program coordinator for 
approval. 
 
Filing the minor program form: The minor program 
form must be filed at least by the time the graduation 
application is submitted to a college/school advisor. 
 
Changing the minor: Once the minor program is filed 
in the college office, any changes must be approved 
by the Department of Theatre, Film, and Media Arts 
or a college/school advisor. 
 



From: McGory, Julia
To: Fox, Mandy
Cc: Kelly, Logan
Subject: Re: Voice Acting Minor
Date: Thursday, April 21, 2022 11:01:19 AM
Attachments: image001.png

4100_SP20_Syllabus.pdf

Hi Mandy,

What a great minor! We teach a course on Phonetics - the study of how speech sounds (from
all languages) are made, understood, and analyzed. I think this course would be a great
addition to the minor, along with Ling2000. I've attached the syllabus for you to look at.

Let me know how I can be of more help. We are very happy to have one or more of our
classes included in the minor.

-Julie (I go by Julie informally)

From: Fox, Mandy <fox.393@osu.edu>
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2022 10:51 AM
To: McGory, Julia <mcgory.1@osu.edu>
Cc: Kelly, Logan <kelly.472@osu.edu>
Subject: Voice Acting Minor

Hi Julia,

I’m creating a Voice Acting Minor in the Department of Theatre, Film, and Media Arts and I’m
interested in including LING 2000 (Introduction to Linguistics) as an elective. I’m writing to get your
perspective and see if there are other Linguistics courses (2000 level and above) you would
recommend including as electives.

I anticipate Voice Acting Minors will be students interested in commercial voice over/announcing,
audiobook narration, audiodrama, podcasting, animation and videogames, and looping/post
video/audio work. We’re hoping to launch in fall of 2023. I anticipate half a dozen students in the
first year, with increasing numbers to follow. 

Thanks in advance, Julia. I will be submitting the paperwork in the next week or so.

Best,
Mandy

Mandy Fox
Associate Professor of Acting and Directing

mailto:mcgory.1@osu.edu
mailto:fox.393@osu.edu
mailto:kelly.472@osu.edu




LINGUISTICS 4100                  PHONETICS                    SPRING 2020                
Time: Lectures:  T/Th 12:45-2:05  


Class Location:   Baker Systems 285  


Instructor:   Dr. Julia McGory 


Office Location:  106 Oxley Hall 


Mcgory.1@osu.edu 


Office Hrs: T/Th 2:30-4pm


    


Textbook 
Zsiga, Elizabeth C. 2013. The Sounds of Language: An Introduction to Phonetics and 


Phonology.  Wiley-Blackwell. 


 


Additional Readings 


Posted in the “content” section of the Carmen course page 


Online Transcription Practice 


http://www.nativlang.com/linguistics/ipa-pronunciation-lessons.php  


https://quizlet.com/14790512/ipa-flashcards/ 


 


Course Description and Objectives  
This course is an introduction to the study of phonetics, looking at the speech sounds of the 


languages of the world. Phonetics is the investigation of speech sounds. You will acquire 


skills that enable you to understand and describe each of the following:  


Production: the manner in which human speech sounds are produced 


                         
Transcription: a method of documenting sounds used in human languages 


[fəˈnɛɾɨks] 
Acoustics: the description of the physical properties of speech sounds 


      
Facilitation Methods 


• Computational Tools. Means of describing speech sounds include using speech analysis 


tools and phonetic transcription, which we will cover in the course.  


• Readings. Readings and homework assignments will be assigned to give you a broader 


view of the field and to help make sure you understand the topic under discussion.  


• Labs. Labs provides hands-on application of the topics discussed in class.  


• Listening Labs. Analysis of recordings of non-English languages 


• Required Recall. There are 5 “quizzes” and a final cumulative exam. 


 



http://www.nativlang.com/linguistics/ipa-pronunciation-lessons.php

https://quizlet.com/14790512/ipa-flashcards/





Application of Phonetics 


• Practical training in phonetics is particularly valuable for professions in language 


education – whether foreign language education, English education, or ESL. Phonetic 


training also benefits students who are interested in human/computer interface 


technology, and students in training for certification as speech pathologists or 


audiologists. And of course, students who are interested in linguistics in general should 


take phonetics.  


 


Course Components  


Carmen: Announcements, supplementary readings, and all materials for the laboratory 


assignments will be posted on Carmen. Please be sure to check it frequently. A tutorial for 


students is available at: http://telr.osu.edu/carmen-help/students/guide.html.  


Reading Assignments: Reading assignments corresponding to the lectures are listed on the 


schedule. Most of the reading assignments refer to chapters in the required textbook. You are 


expected to keep up with the reading assignments to reinforce lectures and laboratory 


assignments.  


Lab Assignments: Three lab assignments (50 points each, 150 total, 30% of your final grade) 


will be given throughout the semester to give you practice in phonetic analysis skills. We will 


begin each lab together in class and then you will finish the assignments on your own and turn 


them in at the start of the next class meeting. You may work in groups to complete the labs, 


but each student must turn in his or her own assignment. Identical assignments will not be 


accepted.  


Homework Assignments: (10% of final grade) Homework will be given regularly as a way of 


providing you practice that encourages learning of new concepts. I develop these assignments 


during the semester in order to meet specific needs. You can expect between 15-20 


assignments (including 4-5 language transcriptions), and altogether these assignments will be 


worth 10% of of your grade. 


 


Quizzes.  5 quizzes (50 points each, 250 total, 50% of your grade) will be given during class to 


assess your knowledge of phonetic principles. Questions will be taken from class lectures and 


from assigned readings (even if the information has not been explicitly covered in class). You 


may not work in groups or consult your notes, textbooks, or the internet to complete the 


quizzes. Make-up quizzes will not be given. 


 


Final Exam. (50 points, 10% of your grade) There is a final exam scheduled during finals week. 


Questions on this exam will be cumulative.  


Final Exam: Thursday, April 23, 2-3:45pm 
 


 


 


Grading  







5 Quizzes:  50 points each  250 pts  (50%) 


3 Labs:  50 points each  150 pts  (30%) 


1 Final Test:      50 pts  (10%)  


Homework Assignments             *50 pts          *(10%)    


Total:     500 points 


*The number of homework assignments and their assigned points will vary. There will be 15-20 


assignments worth between 1-5 points each. The total number of points will vary between 50-


100 points. The total number of points will be weighted as 10% of your grade. 


 


Academic Misconduct 
 


It is the responsibility of the Committee on Academic Misconduct to investigate or establish 


procedures for the investigation of all reported cases of student academic misconduct. The term 


“academic misconduct” includes all forms of student academic misconduct wherever committed; 


illustrated by, but not limited to, cases of plagiarism and dishonest practices in connection with 


examinations. Instructors shall report all instances of alleged academic misconduct to the 


committee (Faculty Rule 3335-5-487). For additional information, see the Code of Student 


Conduct    
 


Accommodation: Students with disabilities that have been 


certified by the Office for Disability Services will be 


appropriately accommodated and should inform the instructor as 


soon as possible of their needs. The Office for Disability 


Services is located in 150 Pomerene Hall, 1760 Neil Avenue; 


telephone 292-3307, TDD 292-0901. 
 


 


 







Schedule  


 


Week 1           Chapter 1 


Introduction to Speech; Broad Transcription; Introduction to Praat 


• The Vocal Tract 


 Practice: https://dood.al/pinktrombone/  


 https://www.purposegames.com/game/the-vocal-tract-quiz 


 http://australianlinguistics.com/vocal-tract/human-speech-organs/  


• In-Class Lab: Introduction to Praat 


Free download: http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/  


• Transcription – broad transcription using http://ipa.typeit.org  


 For some optional (but encouraged) practice google <IPA sound practice> 


 


Week 2           Chapter 2 


Place and Manner of Articulation; Narrow Transcription; Waveform Cues to 


Consonant Types 


• In-Class Lab using Praat: Isolating consonants and vowels; voicing 


characteristics; duration differences; aspiration 


• Transcription – aspiration, vowel length, tapping, fricative devoicing 


Quiz 1: Broad transcription/identifying consonants, vowels, vocal fold vibration, 


duration, and identification of consonant types in speech waves 


 


Week 3-4           Chapter 3 


Consonants (English and Non-English Languages)  


Transcription – narrow transcription  


Language 1 Transcription –Czech 


Lab 1: (Wk 4) Applied-L1 vs. L2-Vowel and Consonant Inventories-Cross Cultural 


Comparison 


 


Week 5-6            Chapter 4 


Vowels (English and Non-English Languages) 


Isolating vowels (vowels, diphthongs, glides) 


Language 2 Transcription: British English 


http://davidbrett.uniss.it/phonology/transcription%20exercises/index_of_transcripti


on_exercises.htm  


Quiz 2: Narrow Transcription/Identifying segment types in speech waves 


 


Week 7         Reading TBA  


Phonotactics and Alternations  


Language 3: Child Language    


Lab 2: Applied-Language Acquisition-Phonetic Analysis of Child Speech 


 



https://dood.al/pinktrombone/

https://www.purposegames.com/game/the-vocal-tract-quiz

http://australianlinguistics.com/vocal-tract/human-speech-organs/

http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/

http://ipa.typeit.org/

http://davidbrett.uniss.it/phonology/transcription%20exercises/index_of_transcription_exercises.htm

http://davidbrett.uniss.it/phonology/transcription%20exercises/index_of_transcription_exercises.htm





Week 8          Chapter 6 


The Physics of Sound       


Quiz 3: Sound Waves 


 


Week 9-10-11 (Break Week 10)      Chapter 7 


Waveforms, Spectra, and Spectrograms 


Acoustics – sound source & sound filter 


Language 4 Transcription – Hindi  


Lab 3: Vowel Comparison  


 


Week 12-13          Chapter 8 


Speech Analysis 


Quiz 4: Formant Structure & Spectrographic Cues 


  


Week 14-15  (3 days)          Chapters 16, 17 


Stress & Intonation 


Language 5 Transcription – Cantonese 


Quiz 5: Suprasegmentals 


      


 


Final Exam: Thursday, April 23, 2-3:45pm 
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From: Fox, Robert <fox.2@osu.edu>
Date: Thursday, April 21, 2022 at 12:59 PM
To: Fox, Mandy <fox.393@osu.edu>
Subject: RE: Voice Acting Minor

Hi, Mandy:

I think a very valuable elective would be 3320-Introduction to Phonetics.

-Rob

From: Fox, Mandy <fox.393@osu.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2022 11:09 AM
To: Fox, Robert <fox.2@osu.edu>
Cc: Kelly, Logan <kelly.472@osu.edu>
Subject: Voice Acting Minor

Hi Robert,

My name is Mandy Fox (any relation?) and I’m creating a Voice Acting Minor in the
Department of Theatre, Film, and Media Arts. I’m interested in including Introduction to the
Art and Science of Sound (SPHHRNG 3340) and Anatomy, Physiology, and Science of Sound
(SPHHRNG 4420) as electives. I’m writing to get your perspective and see if there are other
Speech and Hearing courses (2000 level and above) you would recommend including as
electives. 

I anticipate Voice Acting Minors will be students interested in commercial voice
over/announcing, audiobook narration, audiodrama, podcasting, animation and videogames,
and looping/post video/audio work. We’re hoping to launch in fall of 2023. I anticipate half a
dozen students in the first year, with increasing numbers to follow. 

Thanks in advance, Dr. Fox. I will be submitting the paperwork in the next week or so. 
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